THE ULTIMATE BLASPHEMY – THE MECHANISMS OF COVERT MIND READING AND OTHER HIGH TECH CRIMES

INTRODUCTION:-

This article is unashamedly scathing in its criticism of those behind the offences in question. To understand and accept the horrible truth to follow the reader must first realise that corrupt bureaucracies, covert agencies and organised crime figures really do control the entire world. Groups of “businessmen” and “clubs” like the Illuminati, The Mafia, The club of Rome and the Bildeberg club organise powerful, wealthy entities. The result is Worldwide control of political leadership, the covert agencies, the corruptible media and so on. This media control means the public can be mushroomed indefinitely on many important matters and constantly betrayed. “Your country” can therefore become a euphemism for “their country”, their progress, their prosperity and at your cost, up to and including loss of life during wartime etc.

So, with people orchestrating world events who have scant regard for human suffering (where money or advantage are at stake) it’s not surprising to learn that their lack of integrity and inhumanity includes using agency/criminal goons to silence their critics, especially where “classified”/high tech information is involved. For example, The U.S.A (and certain allies) cloak criminal activity with “national” security tags. Yet, the hard truth is that DARPA military programs, CIA experiments and private researchers use unwilling human guinea pigs in sanctioned trials aimed at controlling human minds, bodies, emotions and spirits using all manner of secretive technologies. Organised crime will support and hide these programs and many offer up their enemies as subjects for those very same experiments.

Now, those behind the media and politicians regulate the flow of information (total empowerment) and thus forge public perceptions and opinions. They also oppose those trying to stop the suppression of information; whistleblowers, human rights campaigners etc. Anything to do with the drugs or arms trades, high tech equipment and crime, paedophile rings, corruption in politics, sport, business and so on can be hidden and often is.

The specific methods used to achieve this situation are covert by nature and they include the satellite tracking, scanning and harassment of innocent civilians to destroy and discredit them. Conventional law enforcement agencies are utterly helpless as they do not have access to these “classified” technologies and are often not even informed about their existence in the first place. Yet access to them would not only allow honest police to stamp out the crimes referred to in this article but also give them the ability to prevent/solve most other crimes, and quickly. Most terrorism, murder, rape, theft etc can be stopped but the ones hiding and abusing the technology available don’t want that; especially since they profit, in monetary and control terms, by preventing the public or the police from interfering. The “businessmen” and agencies responsible sell drugs, promote terrorism (arms sales, training and “fear” factors) and corrupt most of the world’s political leaders.

The focal point of this particular material, will be information on the devices used to track, scan and decipher human brain waves. The U.S sponsored research/torture/rape effected by these methods is an open secret amongst public figures and is subtilely
referred to in many published works (songs, movies, books) but corruption, fear and
censorship keeps it from the general public.

Also, for those with spiritual beliefs the very notion of mind reading takes playing
God to a new level. The manipulation, creation, and cessation of human life by artificial
means is bad enough but this one…mind reading… it’s tantamount to total insult, total
invasion, total defilement.

The mad scientists behind this violate the innermost thoughts of their targets in an
impassionate, monstrous manner. The original inventors of the brain wave vocabulary
software had good intentions but, like those facilitating the invention of nuclear weapons,
they were politically naïve and did not realise how their work would be misused by evil
men.

Anyway, for those with enough courage, honesty and intelligence to recognise the
truth the following will be a revelation in betrayal and man’s inhumanity to man. In
particular the distractions, half truths, lies (and worse) of our elected representatives and
the mass media will convince you that most are little more than career criminals. Our
perception of the world, of reality itself, has been carefully (and deceptively) moulded by
these same people who’ve been placed in positions of trust. Unfortunately many are
nothing more than unscrupulous actors, fronting for criminal operations which are based
on greed and hate.

You need to realise that politicians, entertainers, journalists, in fact most public
figures give their tacit approval and active support (where requested) on the matters
raised in this material. If they don’t their careers are over, much like the agents
themselves (who coordinate the bulk of the nastiness). They do as they are told or else.
Please note that much of this information came from former media/agency people who
have spoken out on our behalf.

MIND READING – HOW IS IT DONE?

Without any doubt the U.S. military and spy agencies secretly developed this
technology decades before the academics but, officially, the story runs as follows:-

In 1974 Lawrence Pinneo, a neurophysiologist and electronics engineer,
developed a computer which would correlate brain wave patterns with individual
commands. By the 1990’s Dr Edward Taub discovered that the thought activated
movements of a computer cursor would enable disabled people (and others) to
communicate words onto a computer screen. This information is in the public domain
and most people realise it is possible to do this. What has not been widely publicised is
the fact that in 1994 Dr Donald York (a neurophysiologist) and Dr Thomas Jensen (a
speech pathologist) developed a computer program which had a human brain wave
vocabulary. They achieved this using 40 human subjects who they tested for correlations
between silent thoughts and spoken words. They found that as each subject thought a
certain letter in a certain language (say “A”) it was the same. Likewise for groups of
letters and words and so on.

Another way of understanding how this is possible is to think of other parts of the
body; not just the mind. For example, our minds, like our eyes and our hands, are
unique/individual and can be used for identification purposes. However, when you look
at, say, a bird you see the same object as everyone else. Also, when you pick it up that’s
basically the same physical process for everyone. Equally, when we think about a bird
it’s the same word (in a given language). If it wasn’t, not even Dr Taubs device would have worked.

The next step in understanding what the U.S military and spy agencies have set up is to know that military (and corruptible civilian) neurologists and others have for years been illegally scanning research subjects brain waves without skull caps and without their knowledge or approval. They use(d) their computer screens and hidden scanners etc secreted in the walls of their offices. Today, with the tracking and scanning capabilities of U.S. satellites (courtesy of NASA) “they” can monitor the magnetic fields around our heads from space and feed the images to ground-based super-computers with brain wave-vocabulary software which is complete and in every language.

With respect to scanning individual targets in a crowd (or indeed inputting signals re a particular individual) people often ask: What’s to stop the wrong target being hit, esp. if they’re standing in the way of the satellite scanner, laser beam or microwave. Well firstly, as far as the targeting, the magnetite in our brains is like an individual brain fingerprint which can be isolated. In addition our bodies have individual vibrational patterns which can be detected by tracking devices. Finally, (and most importantly) we all have individual bioelectric resonance frequencies and entrainment characteristics in our brains. These can be singled out, allowing encoding of input (say from V2K/voice to skull technologies) or deciphering of output (by tracking/isolating emf brain activity). So, only the targets hear anything (input) and only the targets have their minds scanned (output).

Another fundamental thing which many do realise is that each of us has a magnetic field around us because we have electrically charged tissue. Today’s Electromagnetic (EM) measurement devices are so accurate that they even allow for the active potential from a single neuron to be measured. The brains electrochemical processes involve ionic transfer setting up electrical current dipoles which generate the magnetic fields which can be detected outside of the skull and away from it. Also, as thoughts can now be traced from inception it has become easier for researchers/monitors to second guess, over time, peoples reactions/movements, given certain stimuli, based on past experience and observation. The biggest concern here is that, by implanting subliminal suggestions closely akin to the individuals own thoughts but gradually moving away from them, the unwary target can have their attitudes/opinions altered without being conscious of it; believing instead that they have changed their own mind. This is thought control and it can be done just as easily during waking hours as during sleep. Soldiers who are implanted have had to put up with this possibility as various Remote Monitoring Systems (supposedly to study combat stress, fatigue and location) allow EM messages to be sent to the tracked soldiers nervous system. Similarly neurophone devices (discussed later under “Related Technologies”) allow voice commands to be relayed without conventional audio communication equipment.

It is important to understand that U.S./British/Israeli supercomputers (in the hands of spy/military agencies like the NSA, CIA and DIA) can process over 20 billion bits/second. They can process information, store it, cross reference and collate it any way they want and do so for a huge number of people. By comparison, the human mind only operates at about 5,000 bits a second so each computer can outthink over 4 million people and they have enough of them to “do” all of us. Welcome to the master plan of the New World Order. And if that doesn’t scare you try this… Dr Ross Adey has pointed out that
even 0-75 milliowatts per sq cm intensity of pulsed modulated microwave at 450 MHz can
partially control human behaviour. Along with neurophone voices, directed energy
weapons, mind raping technology and other “secret” developments, Big Brother and his
associates can create a mobile POW/slave state whenever they want; creating real
prisoners in the ideological war between good and evil. For the moment they only target
whistleblowers, anti crime campaigners, human rights activists and so on but you may be
next. Remember, if Echelon monitors all telecommunications (using a word-based
vocabulary), brain wave scanners will one day do the same (using a thought-based
vocabulary). And if the reader needs further evidence refer to just one of the relevant
devices eg The Mardirossian Patent - #US 6011991 which is licensed by Technology
Patents LLC and has stated EEG communication applications for military and clandestine
operators. Specifically it’s “a communication system which employs brain wave analysis
and/or the use of brain activity”. That affirms EEG word recognition (amongst other
things). Equally, Dorne and Margolin Inc have the license for the Malech Patent #US
3951134 which is an “apparatus and method for remotely monitoring and altering brain
waves”. Its stated purpose being remote monitoring of patients in inaccessible positions.
Concern has been shown by many European (et al) bodies over all of this but it remains
unreported and unaddressed; convenient for the criminals responsible.

WHO’S BEHIND IT? Most people are aware that the U.S. and its allies hire
mercenaries/goons to work for the military and spy agencies. Some of them are
principally responsible for the high tech harassment, rape and torture in question. Also,
scientists, psychiatrists, media gangsters, MP’s and corporate criminals all either
participate or have access to this sort of equipment through their connections. Maryland
military bases and the CIA’s Langley research centre in Virginia are amongst the prime
locations for the ground-based side of this and NASA assists by putting the necessary
payloads into space.

Again, powerful people foster these activities to silence critics and
whistleblowers. These smug thugs “smile while they kill” their enemies slowly and do so
using lies, rumours, and the myriad of technological methods referred to in this article.
Their targets are people they want neutralised: witnesses to major gov’t/corporate crimes
(corruption, drugs, fraud etc), agency (et al) whistleblowers, thinkers who express views
contrary to their own etc. The mercenaries’ crimes include intercepting audio, visual,
brain wave material and feeding it (directly or indirectly) to others, including entertainers.
Again, many writers of songs, scripts (of various sorts) and so on also make reference
(subtly) to technologies like neurophones (creating voices in the head) and brainwaves
scanners (mind-reading) in their works.

Agents also infiltrate the ranks of mainstream politics, journalism, entertainment,
law enforcement bureaus and so on, usually at or near the top. They also “recruit” others.
Targets can be framed (eg using a fabricated or edited tape) or discredited (eg through
harassment then denial – creating apparent paranoia). Either way it becomes a
conspiracy when many participate. Many of these actually have a criminal mentality and
consider that their status in society warrants treating targets in an inhumane manner for
any reason they see fit; even for just holding an opposing view. In any event their desire
to achieve even more wealth/fame along with their “secrets” (used to manipulate them)
ensures that they cooperate. The truth is that the agencies vet all who enter public life
and control them through fear and intimidation. If they do not comply with their wishes (and remain silent on all important matters such as the very existence of the technologies mentioned here) then they will pay a price. And they are forbidden from talking to people campaigning against this or against other high level crime (preferring to pretend that they are the ones who are mistaken).

Notably, the Media, far from being the genuine watchdogs the public are led to believe, are also ready to tear to shreds any public figure that offends or disobeys their masters. Once unleashed these mongrels can destroy any reputation and quickly. Equally, but covertly, they attack those questioning illegal practices like the drug trade, the training and arming of terrorists and other crimes. These critics are targeted and placed in mobile POW camps where humanity and dignity do not exist. In these emotional/psychological dungeons they are totally invaded and humiliated whilst their tormentors guffaw with glee at the pain they inflict. Constant verbal V2K taunts and mind raping combined with media/agency surveillance feedback create an intolerable burden for many victims.

**AMERICANISATION BY STEALTH –**

Again, I will not avoid the ugly truth that now, as throughout history, the main culprit for covert crime is the country that is the most powerful. Today that country is the U.S.A. They’ve conquered our minds with their culture and their thinking. On its own that wouldn’t be so bad but covertly their New World Order is responsible (one way or another) for many of the evils we see on our planet today: war, terrorism, oppression, disease, famine, illegal human experimentation and more. Yet so good is their propaganda machine that the blame is shifted elsewhere and anyone raising the truth of these matters is ostracized as “anti American”. We are therefore expected to just accept everything they do whether openly or covertly. Detractors are carefully/quietly crucified by the media and the spy agencies. The best example of negative U.S. influence is the training, arming then provoking of foreign terrorists/armies but this topic is dealt with by others so I’ll use a less well known example: illegal human experimentation… For instance, how many readers realise that U.S. interests are buying/building and controlling jails, even outside of the U.S., for the purpose of isolating political prisoners (and others) and torturing them using V2K and mind raping weapons. So many prisoners are receiving neurophone input alone that a huge percentage of the relevant prison population, in places like Junee, is listed as suffering from paranoid schizophrenia; just the cover they want especially since U.S. agency psychiatrists invented the term and promoted it for obvious discrediting purposes. And any whistleblower or victim of any sort that’s covertly attacked can have the same accusation leveled at them.

Americanisation also involves telecommunications company connections; central to the satellite spying/monitoring role…

Another example of Americanisation is free to air TV/radio. For example: We had one non corrupt local radio station here, 2WS, where a tragic car accident saw a number of execs die. Soon after Americans took over the station and the level of surveillance feedback and criminal harassment of local victims skyrocketed. Why? Equally, the American owned News Ltd group (including TV and newspapers like The Sydney “Telegraph”) are amongst the worst when it comes to terrorizing innocent people
using surveillance feedback. Freedom of the press is often merely a cover for the freedom to oppress and break any law with immunity.

Dream solutions to this American control? Well, at the international/UN level questions need to be asked like (i) why does the U.S stockpile and trial classified weapons (used against the environment and civilians)? (ii) why are U.S spy satellites secretly incorporating intricate audio/visual, neurophone, brain scanning and directed energy technologies? and (iii) why aren’t law enforcement agencies able to access some of these technologies to solve crimes? However, because key UN positions (esp. the watchdog roles) are actually held by Americans or their close allies they escape such questioning. Equally, it’s clearly political suicide to challenge the U.S. on these matters and business opportunities and “connections” dry up for anyone who tries. As for the disempowered… well, read on…

UNDERSTANDING THE CRIMINAL INTENTIONS BEHIND IT ALL –

Contrary to our brainwashing (our conditional views) it is not only Arab terrorists and mass murderers that have a poor regard for human life. U.S. and allied spy agencies, along with powerful public figures adopt a delusionally, superior attitude towards others and feel nothing for disempowered people who are oppressed, tortured, even killed. This is especially true if those people have dared to defy their lofty status by questioning illegal/immoral practices from which they profit. Some even revel in the situation and actually enjoy inflicting pain (with immunity from prosecution). They have little or no conscience and they are the real terrorists behind events like Sept 11 and the wars that followed. Such events are not only totally preventable (given the technology available) but are actually orchestrated courtesy of the moles in question.

One of their more simple but annoying practices involves harassing victims (by various means) then laughing at them and their angry responses. Spies and other criminals then act like their victims should calm down (like a rape victim being told to relax). They not only want a system designed to allow disorder “above the law” but want their crimes to go unchallenged so they silence all critics bar a few token protestors (eg Michael Moore). The lack of care and integrity in evidence is astounding and most public figures, even those not to blame, are too self absorbed, too selfish to really care. They turn a blind eye and “shake hands” with the culprits.

Now, the reasons for monitoring people who disagree with powerful criminals go beyond silencing them (beyond simple censorship) but it’s difficult to fathom the criminal mind so sometimes these can be hard to follow. One of these other reasons is “inspiration”. Powerful criminals need to know what decent people think to appease them, use them and stay one step ahead of not only them but also any law enforcer that dares to interfere. Unfortunately, law enforcers like acting NSW police commissioner Bev Lawson (who mysteriously died in office) may have been targeted for making a stand against such evil control mechanisms and/or those behind them; a warning to others?

Another reason for monitoring/harassing is the “control experiment” angle. When studies are carried out over a long period of time (with computers recording every reaction whether stimulated or not), accurate predictions can be made of what will happen when you push particular emotional/psychological buttons for given personalities or temperaments; especially for certain monitored individuals. Even academics at places
like Sydney Uni’s “Mind Research Centre” and Flinders Uni’s “Artificial Intelligence Lab” have performed EEG and ERP experiments, gauging reactions to linguistic input and so on but covert government agencies, the military and organised “businessmen” go much further, using remote high tech monitoring/harassment equipment. Nevertheless, even the academic scientists have a staggering lack of ethics when it comes to illegal research and the invasion/violation of individuals. A few uni reports I’ve learned of recently actually say that thoughts should be gathered/studied in secret over extended periods of time to remove distraction and protest from the equation. Once enough information has been raked in, “psychological communication” or V2K weaponry should be added to the study (they say) to extract even more information from dreams, memories etc. It’s a form of mental slavery… The control freaks will stop at nothing.

On the censorship that fosters public ignorance and allows these things to go on in the first place people should ask more questions… Questions that go way beyond why agencies do such things when they’re “apparently” so inept at catching terrorists or preventing “Sept 11” type tragedies. Perhaps those behind the death sentences handed out to the victims of their non voluntary experimental programs are also behind the genocidal attacks and experiments covered up as natural disasters, disease, terrorism and so forth. Those in any doubt about the possibilities there should remember that since man first discovered fire and invented the wheel a powerful, sinister element in society has wanted to misuse whatever’s available. One cave man used fire to warm his family and cook his meals while another wanted to burn the first’s home down with it. One uses the wheel to transport himself and his goods while another wanted to transport weapons or run down the first man. Neither could understand the others thinking but I suppose these days the monsters amongst us can try; using high tech mind raping equipment.

If nothing else, remember this: The Echelon telecommunications spying network allows the NSA to monitor ALL telecommunications worldwide, using super computers, each with the processing capabilities of 4 million human minds. So again, ask yourself: How is it possible for horrific terrorist acts like the Sept 11 plane hijackings and twin tower/pentagon attacks to occur? There is no escaping the fact that spy agency personnel must have had access to current information on those involved and would have been monitoring them via audio/visual technologies if not also harassing (or provoking) the terrorists using other technologies (e.g EEG feedback, neurophones, brain rape devices and so on)…

Why would the agencies do that? The answer is always the same: money and control. Control over who/what? Our thoughts, our fears, our perceptions. Terrorism is the new McCarthyism. And when all the dominoes have fallen and all the real (or created) enemies are gone who will they use for a distraction from the real (rich v poor) event? In my banned book I went to an illustrative extreme, saying they may even create a false alien attack. Given what happened on Sept 11 (and since) maybe that’s not so far fetched. Perhaps what they are really afraid of is that people (even Americans) will soon wake up to their conniving, manipulative ways. And I’m clearly not the only one with these suspicions – there are many I talk to, many writing on the internet and even a few marginalised journalists (like Michael Moore and John Pilger) who have said as much publicly. A power base that chose to nuke millions of innocent Japanese to end WW11 and orchestrated numerous other wars since will stop at nothing.
THE APPLICATIONS OF MIND READING TECHNOLOGIES

This is the pivotal section of this article. Unfortunately, because knowledge of the technology is limited (as is access) most of the practical uses for mind reading are bad. They can all be effected remotely (via satellite) and most are listed below; The oppressive age of the real “thought police” has arrived.

MIND READING PURPOSES:-

(1) TO MONITOR the thinking of political, business or military opponents as well as clerics and other community leaders. It’s a “share your thinking” thing as well as a “know your enemy” tactic.

(2) TO INVADE the personal privacy of an opponent AND OPPRESS them so as to destroy them emotionally, psychologically and spiritually through mental rape, and associated traumas (courtesy of neurophone and surveillance feedback attacks). Human rights campaigners, anti-crime crusaders (esp. re drugs/arms sales) and whistleblowers are tortured and terrorised to drive them to suicide, madness or crime through guilt, humiliation or confusion. Where all of that fails (and with strong, decent people it usually does) they resort to discrediting, and hopefully institutionalizing, their victims by claiming they are delusional.

(3) TO STEAL inventions, plans, ideas for scripts or anything else, at the source. There’s NO need for surveillance of other sorts although it often accompanies it. Since the U.S is the main offender, for the rest of the world this gives a whole new meaning to the term “brain drain”. Little wonder the U.S.A remains at the forefront of advances in most fields and are increasingly drawing resentment from the Europeans etc over their methods for so doing. For the individual who’s also harassed… well most POW’s are put to work anyway, aren’t they? Neurophone input often provides the stimuli for the slaves of the New World Order.

(4) TO SCAM the gullible for money or advantage. For example, due to doctored writings and the entertainment industry many people actually do believe in things like ghosts, aliens, time travel, invisibility and matter transportation. Whilst military researchers (et al) have made advances attemps on some of these matters they remain unproven. However, neurophone voices (V2K weaponry) coupled with brainscanning allows agency tricksters to dupe unsuspecting victims into believing they’re having a psychic or extraterrestrial encounter. Fake (and “connected”) clairvoyants can also employ this technology as well as the traditional computer access, to get to personal information.

(5) TO ELUDE law enforcers and lawyers who may make efforts to pin down powerful or wealthy criminals i.e. to stay one step ahead of the law and threaten anyone that interferes.

(6) TO DEFRAUD competitors in quiz and sports contests as well as interviewees on TV etc. Remember, without neurophone input/feedback or references to the surveillance the target would be unaware that their mind is being read and that the results are being used against them by a corrupt opponent, be it a gambler or an agent for the media mafia. Since the mental aspect is important in any contest, subliminal input weapons (like EEG feedback, affecting moods etc) and directed energy weapons could also seriously interfere with the fairness of any event.
(7) TO STUDY DREAMS, MEMORIES AND REACTIONS over an extended period of time during the vulnerable state of sleep and/or during periods of duress i.e. neurophone or subliminal input during sleep or sleep deprivation periods solicits mental responses. These responses are stored, collected and cross referenced (mainly by computers) to determine how best to control the victim.

(8) TO PROVOKE OR TRIGGER assassins, terrorists and other criminals. For example, many U.S soldiers, like Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh, have IMIS chips (Intel Manned Interface Chips) implanted to track them and monitor reactions. Add to this remote, satellite brain scanning and neurophone voices to torment the target and the problem escalates. Killers can be programmed to commit (or take the blame for) horrific crimes and the cover is “mental illness”, drug abuse etc but those responsible for that “control” are often the ones who provoke the dupes, scapegoats, whipping boys and genuine criminals alike.

(9) TO RESEARCH the processing of human thought. Today thoughts can be traced from inception through to conscious thought. This means that thought monitors can have your thoughts before you realise them yourself. Again, the danger there is that after long term studying of an individual a computer can second guess your thought patterns and reactions, then subliminally (or directly via neurophone) implant notions, trying to deceive you into believing that they are your own. They hope to condition your thinking in this manner. It’s a control trick and in the case of trained killers it’s a frightening one.

(10) TO PROVIDE FALSE EVIDENCE. Monitors can easily solicit a defensive response such as an angry or violent thought or phrase from most people. In reality it’s meaningless (except in the case of psychopaths) but corrupt agency analysts and/or MP’s, journo’s etc can take it out of context and wrongly interpret the response as aggressive rather than defensive, claiming the target must be monitored.

(11) TO DECEIVE OR PLACATE people by analyzing what they believe about what they’re told cryptically by public figures through surveillance feedback. Eg Many mind rape victims believe they’re psychic or potential celebrities or leaders etc. Some think they’re universally hated or whatever. It’s all the result of trickery. Equally studied is what people believe about what the general public is told. This helps them learn how to best deceive (really deceive) average citizens.

(12) TO ENHANCE ROBOTICS and CLONING RESEARCH by using collected memories, reactions etc.

(13) TO INTERROGATE victims; providing answers in conjunction with neurophone questioning.

(14) TO LURE & FRAME through trickery. By using mind rape and neurophone technology on an isolated, confused victim the target may follow a false life line into a discrediting trap eg false commitments can be easily arranged. Similarly…

(15) TO APPEASE activists/campaigners for justice and humanity by making them believe that their being monitored is having positive results (ie that their influence is useful) when, in fact, only criminals monitor them and any apparent positive impact is mostly illusionary… all they affect is the presentation and timing of items which are there to satisfy them and keep them relatively quiet.

But… Not all potential applications are evil… some are positive…
(16) TO POLICE crimes by using mind reading technology, coupled with lie
detectors etc, to question suspects; to establish their guilt or innocence.

(17) TO COMMUNICATE with the handicapped, deaf and dumb people, stroke
or coma victims and so on.

Unfortunately, because the powers that be have “classified” the technologies in
question and the media has suppressed the information no positive uses can be made of
the technology. If they were to make valuable applications for the technologies people
would realise the abuses possible and would insist that the use of such technology be
regulated. Of course, wealthy criminals and agency goons remain above the law and so
do as they please, at our expense. Anyone raising the relevant issues will be ignored,
tortured, killed. Their most regular response is the implication that you have a
personality disorder and should forget about all of this or else; an age old defense used by
criminals engaged in covert activities and conspiracies of silence. Meanwhile, like
whalers dissecting their catch, nothing is wasted by the monitors in the use and abuse of
their targets. Every experiment in control is run, every idea/thought stolen, every
inspiration is drawn, every opportunity to inflict pain is taken. On a global scale they do
the same to the planet and its resources. They use everything, leaving nothing for the
future; destroying our world and our lives, for their profits.

RELATED TECHNOLOGIES –

Firstly, it should be noted that current talk of implants is basically a cover for
what’s really going on; using satellites. For example, one Nato chief, John Alexander
says he wants all children implanted at birth. Also astronauts, soldiers and even
prominent persons (like Prince William) have actually been openly implanted;
supposedly for security/research purposes. Not surprisingly, many victims of alien
(government) abductions and surveillance/harassment also believe they’ve been
implanted (and may have) but, given the technology available today, it’s an outmoded
method. Implants go back over 100 years and so microwave and satellite technologies
clearly supercede them. I believe these are the methods used on most targets today.

(i) AUDIO/VISUAL SATELLITES - The Echelon system, which the NSA runs,
monitors all telecommunications worldwide. It has a word vocabulary and highlights
certain communications for operators to focus on. Persons found to be of interest (for
whatever reason – good or bad) are then placed under audio/visual surveillance via
satellite (tracking patents include US 5448501 and US 4893815). Contrary to public
perceptions the satellites scope is not limited to the exteriors of buildings but can
penetrate inside, revealing every spoken word, every movement, even handwriting. This
not only allows “control” scientists etc to illegally analyse behaviour patterns and
responses to various stimuli but also facilitates media feedback crimes...

For targeted persons the material gathered from surveillance/spying, along with
their writings, life history etc is used against them in the form of criminal harassment
effected through surveillance feedback. Public figures will cryptically repeat phrases,
arrange coincidences and so on, in accordance with how the computer monitors directed
the information they’ve gathered. Equally, chopper pilots, siren wailers and other
harassers can respond to comments/actions immediately.

Similarly, groups of monitors are sitting by allowing, even provoking, actual
criminals (including murderers, rapists and terrorists) to commit atrocities like the Sept
attack. But to stop those crimes (and they can) would not only reduce agent numbers but notify the general public of the evil uses for such technologies. In fact they’re even used to intimidate senior law enforcers who know they’re monitored as they investigate serious crimes and/or talk to victims of the same sort of surveillance.

Now, on surveillance feedback its worth noting that computers can coordinate material gathered so that it’s fed in many directions (after collection, correlation etc) so as to maximize the number of victims harassed through each article, TV news item or radio comment. This can become so central to the mass medias function that many entertainment items can become less than entertaining (and the public don’t know why – especially in the case of unfunny comedy material). Simple, more favoured methods are for TV, radio stations to play songs/artists you just played on a CD etc or to interview people you recently referred to, in private. Also, alternative scripts are placed directly (or electronically) in front of live to air TV/radio presenters so they can revert to particular prepared comments/items if and when certain targets tune in but not otherwise…” (monitors knowing from the surveillance when they do tune in). Naturally the more important it is to destroy/discredit someone the more attention/material that is aimed at them in this manner. Media/telecommunication outlets monitor directly or get relayed information but the primary set up is effected through agency facilities (like the CIA’s Langley Research Centre), military bases (Maryland, Pine Gap, anywhere) and private research/defense contractors (like Raytheon). Basically it’s all terrorism meant to protect criminal operators within government, big business and the media mafia; especially to protect them from criticism. They want the victims to “tune out”, be isolated/misinformed and discredited. It’s also worth remembering that the monitors also monitor the media themselves, not only to cut transmissions should anyone get an attack of conscience on air but so that they know what’s coming up i.e. not only the material they input is used for arranging “coincidences” but the original material legitimately prepared by the mass media.

(ii) NEUROPHONE TECHNOLOGY

Patrick Flanagan invented the original device in 1959 but it had military applications so a secrecy order was placed on it. Simply put, it transmits laser/microwave relayed sound directly to the targets brain, bypassing their normal hearing mechanisms. The U.S military’s thesaurus covers it under V2K (Voice to Skull) devices, being either a silent sound device (usually employing satellite laser delivery systems) or a neuro-electromagnetic device using microwaves. Neurophone broadcasts might just as well come from a secretive arm of U.S military radio dealing with propaganda as from CIA or media mafia headquarters because the media are as effective at harassing people as the spies.

Better known devices like through the wall radar, Lowery’s silent sound (subliminal) device (U.S patent no 6052336), Sharp’s microwave hearing and LIDA technology (affecting pulse/heart rates) are no less remarkable just not as secretive. What is most disturbing is the military/agency denial regarding the existence of V2K weapons despite the thesaurus references, patented devices, victims complaints and reports (like the Air Force “New World Vistas” report which refers to “talking to adversaries via an internal acoustic field”).

Now, the broadcasters using this cruel device can say anything in isolation, pretending to be God, aliens, dead people, celebrities, whatever. The gullible will believe
some of it while the criminal will react badly to it e.g. a man recently walked into a lion enclosure because “God” told him to just as John Chapman killed John Lennon for the same reason. It wasn’t God, it never is, it was neurophone goons. And, as for the vulnerable prison/psychiatric populations (common targets for this sort of thing) substance abuse and criminal convictions are used as excellent covers, labeling these poor wretches as paranoid schizophrenics or evil when they’re really either just victims or victims being used to hurt other victims… Whether it be a Martin Bryant, a Timothy McVeigh or some other patsy hearing voices then committing (or being set up for) mass murder or just a simple political target who’s being silenced, all are tortured to their limitations, to the delight of their enemies.

In summary, the purposes of the V2K technology are (i) to interrogate, provoke (ii) To stimulate thoughts for the purpose of study or theft (iii) To confuse and discredit. It is usually used in conjunction with brain monitoring devices to complete the non audible exchange of information from captor to slave/victim and back again.

(iii) SUBLIMINALS

We all know about subliminal trickery in both advertising and music but the technologies available for dream state influence are much greater than what’s generally known. Subliminals (using neurophones, silent sound etc) can be implanted during sleep (or even during waking hours) as they’re gleaned from the words or thoughts of others, leading to brainwashing and/or speech/thought “coincidences”. This then often leads to the victims of these experiments believing that friends or family are involved in their harassment which isolates them even further and discredits them with those most likely to help. Similarly this could be another method of creating divisions between victims and public figures through complicit script writers and/or the implanting of news etc into the targets head before its presented (but after its written) to create the feeling that the victim is either psychic or is being personally harassed. The only reason that this is less common is that it is unnecessary since most media players are corrupt/complicit anyway and willingly commit surveillance feedback crimes. These people can be used but don’t need to be tricked; they cooperate freely, terrorising people they know little or nothing about.

(iv) DIRECTED ENERGY WEAPONS

These can harm parts of the body creating organ damage (incl heart attacks), radiation burns, seizures, paralysis, involuntary abortions, limb malfunction (when driving etc). The best known case being the microwave irradiation of countless peace protesters at Greenham Common American Airforce base in England. They can also be used to move objects and create all manner of trickery/mayhem. Like EEG feedback weapons they can affect moods and responses especially as they can be used like a cattle prod or some punitive treatment to get the results the monitors desire. Eg In Iraq psychotronic weapons using EM radiation/microwaves are being used in experiments to control mood behaviour and bodily processes.

SUMMARY – Armed with Echelon telecommunications results, audio/visual feedback, neurophone and brain wave “results” supercomputers can play the percentages (knowing peoples lifestyle patterns, thought processes etc) and employ the worst possible feedback methods for each target. Accordingly, these scientific advances are abused as instruments of oppression instead of answers to the prayers of the victims of crimes, organ defects etc. As with global warming, disease, the hole in the ozone layer and much
much more scientific misconduct, political opportunism and media meddling must take
the blame for all of this. All involved are criminals. All involved should be jailed for
their role in it… Not lauded as political giants, not praised as entertainment geniuses, not
respected as expositors of injustice… JAILED… And no contribution to the community,
whether in the public eye or not, entitles any citizen to criminally harass or hurt another
citizen no matter who it is. IT’S AN UNFORGIVEABLE CRIME AGAINST
HUMANITY ITSELF.

JOURNO-TERRORISM —

This is the NO1 weapon of powerful criminals who control (or have influence
with) the media mafia. If you follow the money trail you’ll realise why the gangsters
they employ (including corrupt execs, puppeteered entertainers etc) are willing to
criminally harass and terrorise political and ideological targets. They don’t care who they
attack, they just prepare and/or deliver whatever material they’re told to present, be it
news, current affairs, comedy, music, drama, ads, whatever. When it’s based on
surveillance or stolen material this directly hits the targeted listener. With two-thirds of
media material being withheld from the public many unknown, good people are thereby
made defenseless victims of terror in their own homes, without recourse to public
scrutiny let alone justice. Many are also neurophoned and brain-raped as well as having
to endure this media surveillance feedback, some based on thought-monitoring material.
In all it’s a totally oppressive, evil situation. As bad as politicians may be you at least get
some semblance of a say as to who “appears” to be in control of the country but not so
with the privately owned, unregulated media who direct them. Theirs is an
undemocratically run industry/proffession with more influence than any parliament over
our lives and they are (sadly) mercenaries for hire. Their employers are almost all
criminlly connected and the media “watchdog” role is just a cover for their role as attack
dogs for the mafia and corrupt authorities. The media isn’t about reporting the truth…
theirs is a mushrooming/entertainment role to most and a terrorist role to others.

On the matter of brain rape the media’s attitude is unbelievably callous. For
example, the Feb 2005 issue of Readers Digest ran three articles in a row on the human
mind; all alluding subtly to brain research without giving anything away. One ended
with the line “why not peer inside?” as if curiosity entitles scientists to rape a human
mind; to ignore human rights etc. I wonder how their view would alter if it was them
being subjected to involuntary, illegal mind research and feedback.

So, journo’s (writers, researchers and presenters) deliver more than their fair share
of the pain in conspiratorial campaigns waged against innocent civilians. They lie,
pretend, lure, use and abuse a target hoping they’ll react badly (committing suicide or
some other crime) or discredit themselves or, at the very least, become so scared and
scared (emotionally and psychologically) that they stop doing whatever it was they were
doing to upset criminals in high places. Some of these victims are police or
whistleblowers, most are honest decent people but even if they were dragged into a
public arena the media could easily portray saints as sinners (and vice versa). Of course,
many of us carry on regardless of the risks; believing our torment will remain covert.
Now, on air presenters may excuse themselves by pointing out they have no editorial
control over what items they present, at what time and with what words BUT, like any
terrorist, they don’t care either. The fact that they don’t know who the targets are or
which words hit home is immaterial. They know they’re doing it. They’re mercenaries and terrorists.

Also galling is the hypocrisy of that same mainstream media element oohing and aahing about animal cruelty/experiments, barbaric mercenaries and terrorists, violent crime etc yet they’re no better than that themselves. It’s only their protected celebrity status and ability to blackmail and destroy targets which allows them to escape prosecution for their crimes, which go undetected.

As for any decent public figures and those falling out of favour, well they’re terrorised with rumours, set ups and scandals courtesy of these same criminals, masquerading as media watchdogs. Oftentimes the matter aired publicly has nothing to do with the real reason they want to destroy someone at a particular time. For non public figures they’ll try to cryptically attack you over matters as trivial as raising your voice in protest (in private). They’re desperate and pathetic. Again, make no mistake, to control the world (our hearts and minds) criminals must control the media and they’ll destroy anyone who so much as notices their criminal agenda. Their use of actors on the world stage is sickening. When Edmund Bourke penned his observation about evil triumphing when men of good will do nothing he could not possibly have envisaged a situation where covert surveillance/harassment effectively tortured whistleblowers and others in their own homes. It’s an Orwellian “thought police” nightmare come true.

Now the façade of respectability (including “concerned”, “trustworthy” reporters) can act as a smokescreen and a lure. So, whistleblowers, script writers, ideas men and others may channel their efforts through the media only to find themselves victimized for so doing, especially if the matter is classified or involves ideologically or criminally sensitive matters. These perpetrators have no integrity, pity, remorse, or conscience, and surrounded by nothing but the same, they privately try to destroy many truths whilst publicly portraying themselves as caring, honest individuals. In short, they are smug thugs, wearing suits and smiles rather than the stereotypical criminal garb which would highlight their true role.

CENSORSHIP/SUPPRESSION - Most of those under audio/visual surveillance can’t even make a political or social comment (in private) without a backlash: wailing sirens, choppers overhead, media feedback and more. The message is “Shut Up!” and the reasons include the fact that the mass media is hiding the truth on matters such as the following:-

- The real reasons for war (control, money, land/natural resources etc)
- The technology that can prevent war, terrorism, crime (as described in this article).
- The causes and cures for diseases, famine etc (it’s a human culling/money making thing).
- The true dangers of predators like sharks etc (the figures are fudged to make many deaths look like drownings. This protects the tourism industries). Also, note the effects of silent ULF UHF and EHF frequencies on whales (who beach themselves because of these and/or out of fear of predatory sharks).
- The mistreatment/abuse of racing animals like thoroughbred horses and greyhounds (a multi million dollar industry).
- The health risks associated with processed foods (an obvious corporate ploy).
• The true source of complaints like “AIDS” (Eg San Fransisco homosexuals given free “hepatitis” shots all died of aids, Africans given “polio” shots also died of aids. Yet those given nothing, not even aids treatment, often live… WHY?) etc etc etc.

In short, over half the information available on all sorts of topics can be indefinitely hidden from the general public, even the academics and professionals. They hide this information thanks to agency/military secrecy orders, industry pressure/corruption, etc. Those who know and can’t be silenced can also be set up (by the media or agencies) with false evidence linking them to crimes, criminals/terrorists etc or tricked into a scenario that makes them look mentally ill. Meanwhile, media entities remain as accessories before, during and after the fact to many offences against these people and the general public. Their stock in trade (half truths, leading questions, misleading/dishonest editing/pictures, blatant misrepresentation, cash motivated comments and more) makes them bad enough but their other specific betrayals and treatment of decent people trying to raise awareness on important issues makes them the worst terrorists on the planet. They’ve effectively killed the truth on many vitally important issues and the methods used make the house arrest of Galileo (for declaring the Earth round) look like a slap on the wrist. Electronic POW camps are worse.

Now, the UN recently redefined terrorism to include ANY action which is targeted against non combatants and civilians. This encompasses all high-tech surveillance, all feedback, all emotional/psychological torture. It especially covers the use of non lethal weapons to control/harass people who are basically prisoners in these electronic POW camps. In these mobile prisons unspeakably inhuman experiments are carried out, unseen and undetected. Any megalomaniacal thinking or argument to justify it all is clearly dubious. Jorno-terrorism, like spy agency oppression, is a class warfare mechanism employing the worst of terrorist tactics and it is one of the most despicable crimes imaginable. Concentrated media ownership would only worsen the problem especially as the media is totally unregulated. They want you to care enough to follow their news reports etc but not enough to want the truth. It’s a Clayton’s apathy that allows criminals to tell us how to see their world. In any event, it’s easy not to get angry about anything when you don’t care about anything isn’t it. That’s the media for you. And they don’t want us to care either, hence the “bread and circuses”.

Finally, an interesting quote to sum up the media mafia as both puppeteers and puppets: “The business of the journalist is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his race for his daily bread… We are the tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes.” John Swinton, the Chief of Staff for the New York Times, 1953.

Clearly (in the past) not all journo’s were self deluded. Even today some know their guilt and accept that they are not independent but most focus on faking sincerity to cover it up… and there’s much more to cover up these days than there ever was before. These people are traitors, criminals of the worst kind, who use the cover of their unregulated, industry and the freedom of the press to oppress people and kill the truth.

Don’t be fooled by the public façade. They’re criminals and belong behind bars.
PUBLIC FIGURES: PUBLIC ENEMIES - Firstly, the simple truth is that the CIA (et al) vet all who enter public life; searching for corruptibility and blackmail friendly material. Usually only those of less than good character are acceptable in public life; their ranks also being littered with major league criminals, spies and others. Despite this, all too often public figures have bloated egos and believe their own press, even whilst breaking the law to attain/maintain their positions in society. Equally they will criminally attack innocent citizens that they dislike or perceive to be a threat or are told to “deal with”. In short “talent” of one sort or another is not the only criterion… there must be a lack of integrity and the ability to fake sincerity for the public’s sake; to maintain the illusions and complete the deceptions. And these are the people with access to the truth which the public are not privileged to know? These world stage “heroes” control the hearts and minds of most in a sort of brainwashing function where celebrities can do great damage to the vulnerable public. Their status is reinforced with accolades, awards, knighthoods and so on given to many to further their influence. Again, they use their status to discredit/silence those speaking the truth; making a mockery of the “democracy” fairytale we’re all told.

In other words, behind the veil of respectability created for them many public figures are guilty of illegal, immoral practices which would see them lose their popularity and (in a just world) their freedom if it was known or investigated. They breach the publics trust at every turn. However they are a protected species and their word is taken over that of lesser mortals. They are not properly questioned by investigators and they are, in effect, above the law unless or until they upset their masters in which case they are thrown to the media wolves.

Now, talent shows and so-called reality TV (scripted shows like “Big Brother”) can also create problems with many people aspiring to unrealistic lifestyles and many more becoming voyeuristic and unduly curious about other peoples lives. Celebrity lifestyles are promoted as ideal, creating increases in drug abuse, relationship breakdowns, disappointment from unrealistic expectations etc. The resultant social problems are obvious. The distractions from genuinely important matters are a disgrace with those seeing through it all (advocating privacy, fair play and ethics), being personally pilloried for it; courtesy of agency/media goons AND corruptible public figures. Again, media surveillance feedback (employing public figures who willingly harass innocent people with their own words) is a huge weapon of oppression. For example, I recently quipped (privately and sarcastically) that future generations would sing songs to the greatness of today’s world leaders only to have those same words “apparently” echoed in the press by a very senior U.S. politician shortly afterwards. It’s obviously fed by spies/goons to script/speech writers and then read by the public figures concerned but all involved in the process know that what they’re doing is criminal. Nevertheless, their mentality is such that they don’t care. In fact it amuses them.

Unfortunately, today anyone who can publicly excel at sport, hold a note or bang a drum, write with flair, speak with confidence or tell a joke well (in public view) can influence us tremendously due to the celebrity pedestal mentality promoted by the media. These people (criminals mostly) then tell us what to think, how to live, who to be. And we listen without question, or else. Subsequently, these people do more harm than good not only because of their bad role modeling (glorifying lifestyles that are immoral or harmful to others) but because they actively and criminally harass anyone that disagrees
with them, even to the point of death. This outweighs any good they may do for the community, including charitable works, entertainment and so on. Many are just mafia thugs waiting to extinguish any spark of truth whenever it is ignited especially if it’s a truth concerning their own criminal culpability. No matter what you do or achieve in life that does not entitle you to break the criminal code whereas public figures (esp those hiding behind the freedom of the press) who are criminals can do as they please. And instead of being investigated they are protected by certain corrupt authorities including MP’s and police. These stop others from helping.

Again, by way of qualification, not all public figures are guilty and some, who’ve clashed with powerful political/criminal/agency forces on particularly important matters like war, drugs etc, have even lost their lives (not just their careers). Such people are to be admired but they are few and far between and their fates serve as a warning to others that the norm must be maintained and orders must be obeyed. Unfortunately, for the rest who are not to be admired, manners will cover for unscrupulous behaviour, smiles will cover for criminal intent and deception will cover for guilt/complicity. With the mafia controlling most of the entertainment industry its little wonder “show business” is seen as a tough career path.

Yet again, I emphasise that nobody, be they an elected official or other prominent/wealthy citizen should have the right to behave in a criminal manner without investigation/prosecution yet that is exactly what happens, especially in the case of high tech harassment meted out to those challenging the criminal practices of the ruling classes. The law enforcement agencies are ill-equipped, ill-informed and, at the top, ill-willed when it comes to investigating hi tech, covert crimes by public figures. What’s needed includes informed and honest, Independent / Non-gov’t watchdogs to monitor and investigate the following:-

(i) the self-regulated mass media and it’s ownership/control.
(ii) political parties/groups; political backing (including funding) and connections with organised crime and corrupt “clubs”.
(iii) spy agencies, including a satellite watchdog to monitor NASA payloads.
(iv) corporate high flyers (companies and individuals).
(v) the connections between each of these.

Only when suppressed information on surveillance/harassment technologies and the role of the above mentioned groups in all of this is in the public domain can something real be done about it all because public pressure is what’s needed to get results.

Meanwhile, public figures remain slaves to their masters and their masters continue to use subtle means to have them promote voyeurism, promiscuity, drug addiction, an absence of ethics and more to the gullible general public. There’s money to be made from all of this so they don’t do more than pay scant “lip” service to doing the right thing (to keep up appearances) yet in reality what’s in their best interests financially and status wise is all they care about. The casualties can please themselves. And anyone who approaches them for help or falls into one of their harassment traps and complains to the authorities will be readily dismissed as disturbed; a neat arrangement. Meanwhile, the celebrities titter like errant school children while they continue to harass innocents with surveillance feedback etc but it’s not a joke. Criminal harassment is a crime, carrying a jail term, and the law should be applied for each offence.
FURTHER RESEARCH, MORE ILLEGAL EXPERIMENTATION –

Diabolical and cruel studies of the human mind have been carried out for a very long time but concerns over missing persons, bodies buried without brains and so on have escalated since JFK’s brain was removed (was he shot with an ice bullet?) and then later, when Messrs Reagan and Bush Snr (an ex CIA chief) named the 80’s the “decade of the brain”. The number of complaints regarding illegal mind research using remote scanning and mind reading technologies has increased even more dramatically since then.

Originally, covert brain wave monitoring was done courtesy of scanners secreted in walls and computer screens located in neurologists offices but the military then facilitated even more remote means (satellites). Today’s studies indicate research into the effects of extreme stress, the methods of controlling thoughts and robot/clone enhancement using stolen memories and recognisable thought patterns. Unfortunately the U.S. military’s DARPA programs, like those organised by the CIA and others, are often carried out over many years; usually indefinitely and without review. This means the oppressed guinea pigs endure a relentless barrage of abuse with no relief in sight. They’re like mice on a treadmill with computers soaking up every thought/idea, emotion, movement etc up to and including their death. Aversion, conditioned responses, its all trialled on political targets.

Notably, trickery is used to gain the cooperation of these guinea pigs. Eg where public figures also feed back surveillance results to harass targets they can allow them to set the agenda or agree with their comments (appeasement or lure). They can alternatively pretend to suspect them of some wrongdoing or oppress them with knowledge of actual wrongdoing (esp in the case of real criminal targets). They can also deceive the victim into believing they either have supporters (a lure) or more enemies than they actually do have (a deterrent) depending on what reaction(s) they want to create and study. Passive acceptance of “victim” status can also help the monitors as their targets will then suffer in silence.

Also, notably, Dr Barbara Hatch Rosenberg (94) said in The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists:- “Many of the non lethal weapons under consideration utilize infrasound or em energy (including lasers, microwaves, radio frequency radiation or visible light pulsed at brain wave frequency) for their effects. These weapons can cause temporary or permanent blindness, interfere with mental processes, modify behaviour and emotional responses, causes seizures, pain, nausea, dizziness, diarrhoea, disruption of internal organs etc.” She speculated that a controlled “zombie-like” planet was possible as a result of research into such evil technologies. Remember the computers facilitating all of this are far more advanced than the general public are led to believe. Some can process over 20 billion bits of information per second (we process only 5,000). With these “they” can monitor all telecommunications and movements and, soon, all thoughts too (if they so choose). Surveillance feedback can then be routinely fed to other computers for “persons of interest” to be hassased.

On a basic human level the research victims are tortured worse than animals but there are other technologies affecting all of us. Eg there are programs in place, like the Alaskan HAARP project, that can damage the earth itself and all of its inhabitants. These are as much of a concern as nuclear weapons, especially as most people don’t even know they exist. Any “test” or “use” of such weapons can produce a result that looks like a
“natural” disaster. For example HAARP can bounce signals off the ionosphere. It utilizes patented technologies like U.S. Patent 4686605 “method and apparatus for altering a region in the earth’s atmosphere, ionosphere and/or magnetosphere.” This, and others like it, can help control the weather, cause earthquakes etc. Naturally (as with nuclear weapons or any other weapons of mass destruction) to know they work they must test them and experiment... So think about recent “natural” phenomena including disastrous earthquakes, tsunamis, the hole in the ozone layer and so on and you have to wonder if we’ve been lied to yet again and on a grand scale.

To elaborate, large quantities of directed energy (broadcast from an antenna farm like HAARP) can create changes in the weather, telecommunication’s reception etc. Reflections off the ionosphere can create earthquakes or x ray the earth itself (for underground installations) as well as transfer energy to equipment or apply destructive force similar to the EM pulse effects from nuclear explosions. And, like the weapons described here that are used on individuals, all of these weapons have recently been recognised by the UN as weapons of mass destruction. Yet while UN weapons inspectors wasted time on countries like IRAQ the world’s No 1 offender on all of this remains unquestioned because no one has the temerity to challenge covert U.S. operations.

Getting back onto individual targets, special waveforms can tune into the central nervous system and conditioned responses can be researched (for use in triggering/discrediting scenarios). The U.S. spy agencies are at the forefront of these studies as well as neurophone, mind reading and other research. The normal tenets of basic human decency have no place in their criminal minds. Theirs is a megalomaniacal mentality, incorporating master race philosophies. Gene isolation and DNA research, coupled with what’s discussed in this article, will only improve their ability to make their “New World Order” dreams come true.

THE MORAL/SPIRITUAL ASPECTS –

Due to the subtle promotion of atheism, hedonism and agnostic ways in recent years morality, ethics and even religion have become more and more akin to taboo subjects. This is despite the fact that many thinkers (even Einstein) had previously addressed these topics at length. The real reason for the push away from such matters is that their discussion would point to the rights and wrongs of many practices which wealthy criminals engage in, including the inhuman crimes mentioned in this article. Also of concern is the monopoly over spiritual discussions held by the established churches which are in turn corrupted by politics, organised crime and self interest. Others witnessing to the truth can, accordingly, have their words dismissed as judgemental by hypocrites whose real focus is often earthly reward, despite appearances. As with mans laws, witnesses do not pass judgement but they must be heard so that the “spirit of the law” is not lost by those bound by the “letter of the law” which can be corrupted (in both interpretation and application).

So, a Christian observation or two on the scientific “advances” (weapons, experiments etc) that I’ve been referring to… Since man was wrong to disobey God and to taste the fruit of the tree of knowledge and this then led to all the ills of the world what greater contempt, what greater blasphemy can there be than to play God by not only trying to create and destroy life in ever more bizarre ways but by trying to control the
very minds of other human beings; reading their thoughts and intervening as if you’re God himself. Position, power and wealth don’t make a difference here and God’s thinking is vastly different than ours, we’re told. We see ourselves as mere specks in the universe, some even viewing human life as worthless but God, to whom a human lifetime is only a flash, counts every hair on every head and values it. (I wonder what he thinks of agency plans to halve the world’s population?)

Also, victimized readers will understand better than most the irony that Christ, who only ever did good and spoke the truth, died as a criminal without power, position or dignity. By pointing out that there’s no benefit if you gain the whole world yet lose your soul he provides a very uncomfortable thought for those responsible for the activities mentioned here. There is a hell and they’re on track to join its wretched inhabitants. Satan rewards his own.

Now we’ve been given free will and the ability to achieve anything (good or bad) so it’s interesting to notice prominent people striving for excellence in business, entertainment, politics, technology and other fields but not with respect to the moral, legal issues which should regulate their “successes”. For example, 13 million children starve to death each year (approx 35,000 per day)… that CAN be stopped but the ones in a position to do so see no profit in it. They’d rather sell drugs, weapons, sex etc (causing human misery) and cover by promoting token charity (with crocodile tears). It’s not enough to use tired excuses like “that’s the way of the world”. The powers that be know what they’re doing (and allowing) is wrong otherwise they’d do it openly not covertly. Witnesses to their crimes must not be silenced.

Now, there are some in public life who do the right thing where possible but glad-handing and trickery can lead to them joining forces with criminals; even if only philosophically. Others who forge on anyway can lose their status, their jobs, their lives. This must also be addressed. It’s as much about what people don’t or won’t do as what they actually do; for good or evil.

With reference to the high tech torture mentioned herein, it’s worth remembering that astronauts who have left the Earth’s atmosphere have all returned believers; after experiencing a rare perspective on life. Perhaps the non spiritual proponents (and users) of the relevant devices should take a brief step off the planet as well and remind themselves of what it’s all about; if they ever knew or cared. Finally, Christ said that in so much as you do something to anyone you do it to him. This provides another chilling reminder for criminals evil enough to torment and rape the human mind. Only God is to know a man’s thoughts. For others to play God is the ultimate trespass, the ultimate blasphemy.

**COMMENTARY & CONCLUSION** The answers to the problems addressed in this material should lie with our democratically elected representatives BUT, unfortunately, those transient individuals are commanded by powerful masters; vested interest groups and corrupt agencies. Nevertheless, in principle, there is no mandate for MPs to allow (or commit) covert crimes of torture and oppression. To do so is treacherous and no amount of faked sincerity can cover their guilt on such matters… Often their talk of fair play and legality is anything but genuine and merely mocks the public for their naivety.
Democracy is meant to bestow freedom of thought and expression but how can hypocrites hope to spread that notion worldwide when masked tyranny still reigns in their existing democracies. The New World Order itself looms as a nightmarish regime focused on covert censorship and oppression; a situation wherein criminals in high places harass all independent thinkers who are not brainwashed by the lies fed to them through the corrupt, complicit media. Even now terrorism has become like a new McCarthyism; too often the excuse for creating villains, scapegoats and whipping boys out of innocent people and marginalizing them. The truth is that often even the real madmen out there have been created and provoked by the ruling bodies themselves.

So, ultimately, the indefensible research and oppression outlined has been covered up by agency/military criminals, secrecy provisions and “classified” labelling. And all thanks to complicit public figures who cannot even be properly questioned. 1001 things are kept from the public including the existence of the brain wave monitoring, neurophone and audio/visual surveillance technologies mentioned here. Also, the truth about diseases like “AIDS” and “ADD”, manufactured terms like “paranoid schizophrenia”, the trustworthiness of public figures and much much more should all be known. If the media were truly independent and passed on information in an accurate and timely manner the deceptions couldn’t happen. Many journo’s are damned by their silence and inaction on these issues. Complicit parties (incl MPs, journalists, spies etc) even lie amongst themselves, allowing for self delusion regarding targeted individuals. For example, if an agency official is “encouraged” by corrupt MPs to give a certain slanted report on an incident or individual then the complicit media can be encouraged to pick up on it and help privately harass that person. You therefore have a three way attack over a verbal/written comment or action that could be totally misinterpreted (deliberately) and/or taken out of context. All know it (or at least suspect) but pretend because it suits them; their guilt translating into “watch him but don’t talk to him” type paranoia meant to covertly dismiss you and your views. So this is why the harsh truth on many things that happen in our world (including the crimes mentioned in this article) remains unknown to the genuine majority. All the “need to know”, “national security” defenses are a sham; what’s hidden favours wealthy criminals and harms the rest of us.

So, as clever criminals flourish, having weeded out all honest, caring people (and their comments) we’ve developed a society where feigned concern can cover for a ruling class that will crush anyone in their path, especially if they talk of their crimes against the rest of us. Equally, a lack of genuine role modeling is leading to a devaluing of integrity and morality in business as well as public life creating greater community acceptance of the abuse of fellow human beings and an accompanying overall lack of respect for others. This, plus entrenched apathy, has opened the door to all manner of illegal/criminal practices.

One aspect of all of this is that computer technology (fuelled by the greatest and worst invention of all time – the microchip) has taken over as a perfect vehicle for evil. The military, agencies and organised crime have long known that computers are less demanding and more capable than humans (computers don’t get sick or tired or ask questions or have ethical constraints). Yet without computers none of the evil described in this article would be possible, up to and including mind reading technologies so, personally, I believe computers have done more harm than good and the world would be a better place if they’d remained a sci fi nightmare. Alternatively, they could facilitate an
abrupt end to most crimes, including the prevention of apparently random, uncontrollable events like the Sept 11 world trade centre disaster, wars and other events. Unfortunately those with an iron fist hovering over the planet don’t want that. It would reveal too much. It would mean they lose too much. The victims of all of it (including war, drugs, terrorism, experiments etc) are expendable.

Again, I emphasise that Government agencies (military and otherwise) veil everything with secrecy orders (“classified”) claiming that state of the art technology and reports and accounts are all a matter of national security (usually for the U.S.A.) but that’s a lie. True, again, the technologies could be used to protect us all from terrorism, crime, war and so on but in reality they’re used instead for evil purposes, including the oppression of anyone attempting to reveal what’s really going on. So… the truth is that the future is bleak because the world is run by people who care nothing for service only rule. Equally they see nothing past that part of the future that they’ll live to experience themselves and so selfishly work only for their own good, at the expense of the rest of us and future generations. Make no mistake, these people will squeeze the Earth like a sponge until all natural resources are gone. They’ll encourage and protect high level crime whilst destroying free thinkers; their real critics. The Americans in particular will promote real “brain draining” and mental slavery through brain wave monitoring and thought policing for anyone not brainwashed by their New World Order; thereby attempting to gain control over every human soul. They’ll plot to halve the worlds population through the actions of bodies like the CIA, ignoring the fact that the half left would no doubt be the ones using up all the natural resources already whilst reductions (due to war, famine, disease and disaster) would punish the innocents for our excesses. And when (in the future) punitive measures worse than surveillance feedback are widely employed (eg directed energy weaponry causing radiation burns or microchips causing other ill effects) no one who dares to even think outside the box they put your head in will escape massive pain and degradation. At that stage our God given free will will itself be a thing of the past as behaviour/thought modification takes control in a scenario worse than anything science fiction could offer. The only thing limiting this is the degree to which people remain ignorant of the truth and so harmless to the monsters in question.

None of this should be too surprising. Because ethics and idealism are mocked and a lack of integrity/character is rewarded as “the way of the world” we’ve created an atmosphere where dishonesty and all manner of evil flourishes due to ignorance and apathy. Powerful criminals smirk lines like “If it aint broke don’t try to fix it” because they profit from the flaws in our system and trade off peoples suffering eg they’re the same ones who steal and defraud and/or make money selling drugs, weapons etc and/or gather in and exploit all resources etc. In other words people who care only for themselves. These people know that information is power so they want to control/monopolise that also. Yet it’s extremely counterproductive for corrupt authorities, control freaks and other criminals to share information unavailable to ordinary, decent citizens. We’re not being protected we’re being fooled. Unfortunately the illegalities involved are sidestepped because of well organised conspiracies of silence and executive orders issued by heads of state, authorities, agencies and the military. They’ll declare that a security (or other) emergency exists then seal orders on the matter which only an equivalent non corrupt body can open (not likely). So corrupt misrepresentation can have individuals, groups and situations wrongly tagged to silence
them or have them ignored. Similarly, new terrorist laws, which are really there to oppress decent citizens (with a few “cover” cases thrown in), seem oddly ineffective against real terrorists who, as you know from discussion of the available technologies, can be rounded up and jailed anytime. What “they” really want is for the fear/random factor to take hold. Those playing that game of charades should themselves be jailed instead of fielding the misplaced respect and adulation of the mushroomed masses. There can be no excuse.

Despite the fact that this appears to be a lost cause and those trying to raise awareness on these matters are covertly tortured, marginalized and discredited, I believe we must continue to “fight the good fight”. If we don’t we risk joining the ranks of the villains behind all of this and sharing their horrible fate: an eternity alongside the ultimate blasphemer. Maybe, prayer is our only hope.